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In form and content, how are the Gnostic Gospels of the second century

distinct from the canonical Gospels?

Tamie Davis, May 2009

Since the discovery of the Nag Hammadi texts in 1945 the scholastic world has

been abuzz,1 and the claim that these texts ought to re-shape thinking about

Christianity has been evident in scholarship;2 in fiction such as Dan Brown’s The

Da Vinci Code;3 and in pop news.4 This essay will discuss whether these Gnostic

Gospels are similar in form and content to the canonical Gospels, which have

been the traditional sources for understanding the life of Jesus. The discussion of

form will address historicity, continuity and genre and the discussion of content

will deal with four markers of Christian and Gnostic thought: cosmology,

Christology, soteriology and eschatology.

The ‘Gnostic Gospels’ is a name commonly applied to the apocryphal teachings

about Jesus, of which the Nag Hammadi texts are part.5 There are a number of

these, some in fragmentary form, and they are diverse in form and content, so

much so that the very term ‘gnostic’ is debated.6 The definition of coherent

Gnosticism is less of a concern here, however; the issue at hand is the form and

content of those Gospels called ‘gnostic’. Of greater import, then, is which of
                                                  
1 R.L. McWilson, The Gospel of Philip, (London: A.R.Mowbray & Co., 1962), 1.
2 Bart D. Ehrman, The Lost Gospel of Judas Iscariot: A New Look at Betrayer and Betrayed,
(Oxford: Oxford, 2006), 2.
3 Darrell L. Bock, The Missing Gospels: Unearthing the truth behind alternative Christianities,
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2006), xvii.
4 Elaine H. Pagels, ‘Emergence of the Canon’, Frontline (April 1998)
Cited 1 May 2009. Online:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/story/emergence.html
5 W.H.C. Frend, ‘The Gospel of Thomas: Is Rehabilitation Possible?”, JOTS 18/1 (1967): 13-26.
6 H-M Schenke, ‘The Problem of Gnosis’, SC 3/2 (1983): 73-87; Edwards, M.J. ‘Gnostics and
Valentinians in the Church Fathers’. JOTS 40/1 (1989): 26-47.
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these diverse Gnostic texts to examine here. Since the comparison in this essay

will be drawn with canonical Gospels (not just canonical texts in general) it

seems best to take the Gnostic writings that claim by their title to be gospels.

Those that have received recent popular attention are the Gospel of Thomas, the

Gospel of Philip, the Gospel of Mary, the Gospel of Truth, the Gospel of Peter

and the Gospel of Judas. These have been creditably dated to the second century

and will be addressed in this paper.7

Firstly, how did the historical contexts of the Gnostic Gospels and the canonical

Gospels shape their form? The second century, in which the Gnostic Gospels

were written, was at least a century after the life, death and resurrection of Christ,

making them historically less reliable than material written closer to the period.8

By contrast, the canonical Gospels are dated significantly earlier, with Mark

written sometime in the 60s, Luke and Matthew in the late 70s and John some

time in the 90s.9 Some have suggested that the Gnostic Gospels used Q, or

perhaps even Luke and Matthew as source material10 and Evans concludes that

‘because of the late dates of these extracanonical Gospels, it is unlikely that they

contain information that adds to our knowledge of Jesus.’11 The argument that

the Gnostic Gospels, though written later, accurately preserve teaching and

traditions of Jesus’ time has been discredited.12 Rather, it is much more likely

                                                  
7 For a discussion of the dating of these texts, see Bock, Missing Gospels, 215-219.
8 Tom Wright, Judas and the Gospel of Jesus, (Great Britain: SPCK, 2006), 35
9 Craig A. Evans, Fabricating Jesus: How modern scholars distort the gospels, (Nottingham:
IVP, 2007), 54.
10 Pheme Perkins, Gnosticism and the New Testament, (Augsburg: Fortress, 1993), 53; K.R.
Snodgrass, ‘The Gospel of Thomas: A Secondary Gospel’. SC 7/1 (1989): 19-38.
11 Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 52.
12 Wright, Judas, 12. c.f. D.M. Parrott, ‘Gnostic and Orthodox Disciples in the Second and Third
Centuries’, in Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism, and Early Christianity (ed. C.W. Hedrick and R.
Hodgson; Peabody: Hendrickson, 1986), 217.
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that the canonical Gospels, written closer to the time of Jesus, were shaped by his

teaching.

The themes and concepts that form the Gnostic Gospels are consistent with their

historical context. As Simon Gathercole pointed out to the media, the Gnostic

themes of these Gospels are so foreign to Jesus’ first century Jewish context that

an analogy would be finding ‘a speech claiming to be written by Queen Victoria,

in which she talked about Lord of the Rings and her CD collection.’13 This is not

to say that they are invalid historical documents. James Robinson helpfully

pointed out to Newsweek that they do tell us ‘what Gnostics were doing with the

story they found in the canonical Gospels.’14 However, the form of the Gnostic

Gospels is shaped by its cultural context, that is, the second century, rather than

the first, as the canonical Gospels are.

Continuity with previous traditions or authority is the second are in which the

form of the Gnostic Gospels differs from that of the canonical. The testimony of

the canonical Gospels rested on the authenticity of their apostolicity.15 They were

valid because they were either eyewitness accounts (like Matthew and John) or

careful historical accounts from those closely associated with an apostle (as Luke

was with Paul and Mark with Peter).16 While some of the Gnostic Gospels have

pseudonymous names, for example The Gospel of Peter, this does not imply

                                                  
13 Jenny Booth, ‘Judas did not betray Jesus, lost gospel claims’, Times Online (April 6 2006)
Cited 24 April 2009. Online: http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/article702583.ece
14 David Gates ‘Sealed with a kiss: a long lost early Christian text says Jesus asked Judas to
betray him’, Newsweek (April 17 2006)
Cited 24 April 2009. Online: http://www.newsweek.com/id/46008
15 Bruce M. Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament: Origin, Development and Significance,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 253.
16 Bock, Missing Gospels, 7.
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apostolic authority but a more general recognition.17 Indeed, an appeal to an

previous authority is rarely found in the Gnostic Gospels, for the basis for their

religion were their own internal esoteric traditions.18 Thus, they are described as

secret teachings (Gospel of Thomas, Gospel of Judas)19 or even teachings that

some of the apostles themselves will not accept (Gospel of Mary 17:10-20).20

Unlike the canonical Gospels, the Gnostic Gospels ‘appealed to new revelation

and special spiritual knowledge that did not come with a parallel appeal to the

role of oral and written tradition being passed down.’21

Furthermore, the Gnostic Gospels do not claim to be part of the continuing story

of God’s work in his people, Israel.22 The canonical Gospels are awash with Old

Testament references (for example, Matt 1:1-16; Mark 1:44, Luke 5:15, John

8:4023) and, much of their presentation of Jesus’ identity rests on his fulfilment of

the Old Testament prophecies. (Matt 1:22-23; 21:4-5; Mark 8:28; Luke 4:18;

9:30-31) Indeed, in Matt 5:17 Jesus claims to be the fulfilment of the Law and

the Prophets. In contrast, there are no references like this in the Gnostic

Gospels.24 However, unlike the Jesus of John 2:19 who will rebuild the temple in

three days, the Jesus of Thomas claims that he will destroy it and no one will

                                                  
17 Bock, Missing Gospels, 7.
18 H.Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon: Its Making and Meaning, (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1985), 62-63.
19 ‘The Gospel of Thomas’, in The Nag Hammadi Library in English (trans. Thomas O. Lamgdin;
ed. James M. Robinson; USA: Harper & Row, 1977), 117-130; The Gospel of Judas. (trans. and
ed. Rodolphe Kasser, Marvin Meyer and Gregor Wurst; National Geographic, 2006).
Cited 4 May 2009. Online:
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/lostgospel/_pdf/GospelofJudas.pdf
20 ‘The Gospel of Mary’, The Nag Hammadi Library in English (trans. George W. McRae & R.
McL. Wilson; ed. James M. Robinson; USA: Harper & Row, 1977), 470-474.
21 Bock, Missing Gospels, 34.
22 Wright, Judas, 32; This is true of the gospels discussed here, but it must be noted that some
Valentinians had a great interest in appropriating Jewish Scriptures into their own theology. See
K. Froehlich, Biblical Interpretation in the Early Church, (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), 11.
23 Bible references have been taken from the NIV unless otherwise stated.
24 Wright, Judas, 32. The Gospel of Philip uses the image of the bridal chamber, which may have
some Old Testament background, but this is incidental as best. (McWilson, Philip, 20.)
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build it up (Logia 71). The marked absence of Jewish references in the Gnostic

Gospels indicates their independence from the canonical Gospels.25 The appeal

of the Gnostic Gospels to a secret teaching makes their form distinct from the

canonical Gospels, which emphasise continuity with the Old Testament and the

apostolic tradition.

Thirdly, the form of the Gnostic Gospels is different from that of the canonical

Gospels in terms of genre. The canonical Gospels are theological narratives. The

story is in service of teaching about the life and ministry of Jesus.26 However, the

genre of the Gnostic Gospels varies. Thomas, Truth, and Philip are clearly

different from the canonical Gospels, for they have little narrative content,

instead reading like collections of sayings.27 The Gospel of Mary differs as well.

Although it is mainly narrative, its scope is limited to a very specific time in

Jesus’ life, reading more like an anecdote of one moment than an account of his

life.28

The Gospel of Peter and the Gospel of Judas are wider in scope and require more

attention. Peter describes Jesus’ passion at length29 and Judas recounts Jesus’

conversations with Judas in the week before his death.30 They have a narrative

genre that is at least somewhat similar to the canonical Gospels. However, in

both cases, these Gnostic Gospels differ from the canonical Gospels by shifting

their focus from Jesus. In Peter, the lack of explanation of Jesus’ actions leaves

                                                  
25 Bock, Missing Gospels, 210.
26 Wright, Judas, 32.
27 Wright, Judas, 29; Bock Missing Gospels, 39; Frend Thomas, 14.
28 It must be acknowledged that Mary has never been discovered in full. It is possible that its
genre is disguised by its fragmentary nature.
29 Bock, Missing Gospels, 78.
30 Ehrman, Lost Gospel, 87.
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the reader wondering what the ‘good news’ that Jesus has supposedly been

preaching to those who are asleep is.31 Even more startling, though, is Judas

where the hero of the story is not Jesus at all! Instead, the focus is on Judas

himself who, ‘by making it possible for Jesus to die... allows the divine spark

within Jesus to escape the material trappings of his body to return to his heavenly

home.’32 Even though Peter and Judas are more narrative in genre, they are not

accounts of Jesus’ life, in the same way that the canonical Gospels are. Whether

collections of sayings or somewhat narrative in structure, the genre of the

Gnostic Gospels is unlike the canonical gospels because they shift their focus

from the life and ministry of Jesus. While Thomas, Philip and Truth achieve this

by offering little narrative context, Judas and Peter do so by retracting the focus

from Jesus.

While the form of the Gnostic Gospels is different from that of the canonical

gospels, a discussion of their differences is incomplete without considering their

content. As Bock says, ‘the fact that Thomas has only teaching need not indicate

that Jesus be viewed as a teacher only. The content of the sources… is key. All

the evidence needs attention.’33 With this in mind, four aspects of the Christian

and Gnostic Gospels will be considered: cosmology, Christology, soteriology

and eschatology.

                                                  
31 Wright, Judas, 30.
32 Wright, Judas, 22.
33 Bock, Missing Gospels, 39.
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Cosmology is explicitly taught in the Gospel of Judas and can be seen in the

other four Gnostic Gospels examined here through implicit references.34 Frend

summarises the general Gnostic thought which is the backdrop for their teaching:

Gnostics distinguished between God, as the ultimate source
of all being, and the agent of creation, an inferior being
usually identified with Jahve, the God of the Old
Testament.35

This can be seen in the Gospel of Judas where Israel’s creator god is one among

many (Judas 49, 50) and is referred to as ‘Saklas’ which means ‘fool’ (Judas 51,

52, 54).36 The Jesus of Thomas is not associated with the creator God and he is

certainly not ‘born of a woman’, a created being (Logia 15). This belief affects

the Gnostics’ view of the world in two ways. Firstly, since the creator god is less

than the ultimate source God, there is a belittling of the body. The Gospel of

Philip powerfully states the distinction between the soul’s value and the

worthless body:

No one will hide a large valuable object in something large,
but many a time one has tossed countless thousands into a
thing worth a penny. Compare the soul. It is a precious
thing and it came to be in a contemptible body. (56:20-26)37

The Gospel of Judas too elevates the spirit over the physical. After all, Judas’

mission is to help Jesus’ spirit to be set free from and ascend out of his body

(Judas 37, 45).38 This may echo Jesus’ words in Matt 6:25-34 (c.f. Luke 12:24-

31) where he tells his followers not to worry about their bodies. However, this

canonical teaching of Jesus reasons not that their bodies are worthless, but that

God will take care of them! This God is no fool – he cares deeply for his people

                                                  
34 Apart from Judas other Gnostic texts such as the Testimony of Truth and the Second Treatise
of Seth deal at length with cosmology.
35 W.H.C. Frend, ‘Gnosticism and Orthodoxy in the Second and Third Centuries’ JOEH 32/2
(1981): 337-342.
36 Wright, Judas, 20.
37 ‘The Gospel of Philip’, The Nag Hammadi Library in English (trans. Wesley W. Isenberg; ed.
James M. Robinson; USA: Harper & Row, 1977), 131-151.
38 Bock, Missing Gospels, 216.
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and is mighty to provide for them (Matt 7:11). Indeed, Jesus’ healings and

provision of food to the hungry correspond to his spiritual teachings (for

example, Mark 5:29, John 6) and his ministry in the canonical Gospels is far

more holistic than the spirit world-created world divide of the Gnostic Gospels.

Secondly, since the spirit is superior to the body, acts of physical devotion are

scorned in the Gnostic Gospels. Grant offers an extensive list of examples from

Thomas:

Jewish practices of fasting, almsgiving, dietary observance
and ritual washing are not to be followed (6/5, 14, 89
104/101); circumcision is pointless (53/54). Fasting and
Sabbath observance have purely “spiritual” meaning (27/28).
[sic]39

Likewise, if Mary is to be worthy of Life, Jesus must lead her to become male

and then living spirit (Logia 114). In contrast, the Jesus of the canonical Gospels

declares the woman who anoints his body with perfume and wipes his feet with

her hair to have done a ‘beautiful thing’ (Mark 14:3-9). Likewise, he institutes

the Lord’s Supper, a physical remembrance of him, and a pivotal part of

Christian worship (Luke 22:19). The canonical Gospels affirm that the creation

is made by a God who cares and it is able to be used in worshipping him. In

contrast, the Gnostic world is one where the creation is deficient and true

worship is spiritual.

The Christology of the Gnostic and canonical Gospels also differs. While the

canonical Gospels affirm both Jesus’ divinity and humanity, the Gnostic Gospels

                                                  
39 Robert M. Grant, Gnosticism and Early Christianity  (New York, Harper & Row, 1966), 186.
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primarily present a spiritual Jesus.40 For example, in the Gospel of Truth, Jesus is

with the Father, ‘unnameable, indescribable until the time when he who is

perfect spoke of himself’ (40:20)41, ‘brought forth in order to speak about the

place… and to glorify the pleroma’ (40:30, 41:5). Similarly, in the Gospel of

Thomas, Peter’s description of Jesus as “like a righteous angel” and Matthew’s

of “a wise philosopher” are presented by the author as deficient.42 Instead,

Thomas, the possessor of the secret knowledge knows that ‘my mouth is wholly

incapable of saying what you are like’ (Logia 13).43 Indeed, as Darrell Bock says,

‘None of these ancient texts presents a simply human Christ.’44

The danger for the Gnostic Gospels, then, is actually docetism, in which Jesus is

made out to be divine, only appearing as human. Thus in Philip Jesus does not

reveal himself as he actually is, instead operating in mystery (57:28-58:10) and

in Peter he feels no pain as he hangs on the cross (4:10)45. Philip also downplays

the possibility of the virgin birth and Jesus’ human mother, arguing that the

feminine Holy Spirit could not create life with Mary, another woman (55:23-

27).46 Further, once Jesus has been baptised, his status as human in any way is

called into question.47 In contrast, the canonical Gospels are strikingly honest

about Jesus’ humanity, from the unusual circumstances of his birth (Matt 1:18-

25; Luke 1:26-56, 2:1-2:6) to his hunger (Matt 4:2, 21:18) and thirst, even on the

cross (John 19:28). Yet, he is also God (John 1:1), for he forgives sins and heals
                                                  
40 One inconsistency of popular portrayals of the Jesus of the Gnostic Gospels, such as The Da
Vinci Code, has been the focus on his humanity. The canonical Gospels offer more evidence for
Jesus’ humanity than the Gnostic Gospels. See Bock, Missing Gospels, 102.
41 ‘The Gospel of Truth’, in The Nag Hammadi Library in English (trans. George W. MacRae;
ed. James M. Robinson; USA: Harper & Row, 1977), 37-49.
42 Grant, Gnosticism and Early Christianity, 186.
43 Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 108.
44 Bock, Missing Gospels, 113.
45 Bock, Missing Gospels, 78.
46 Bock, Missing Gospels, 100.
47 Bock, Missing Gospels, 101.
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(Matt 9:1-8). He is also Lord of creation (Matt 8:23-27) and even claims the

name of God (John 8:28). However, his divinity is not set against his humanity

as it is in the Gnostic Gospels. Rather, what makes the canonical Gospels distinct

is the way they hold both Jesus’ divinity and his humanity in tension.

The third area in which the content of the Gnostic Gospels is different from that

of the canonical Gospels is in its soteriology, that is, the message of salvation.

Firstly, the Gnostics diagnose the human condition differently. In the canonical

gospels, sin is the problem. Thus when Jesus comes, he preaches that men must

repent and believe the good news (Mark 1:15) and he offers healing and

forgiveness of sins (Matt 9:1-8).48  For the Gnostic, in a world where the physical

is deficient but the spiritual is good, Pagels points out that ‘ignorance, not sin is

what involves a person in suffering.’49 Thus, the Gospel of Truth explains:

Ignorance… brought about anguish and terror. And the terror
grew like a fog, so that no one was able to see… For he who is
ignorant is in need, and what he lacks is great since he lacks that
which will make him perfect. (Truth 17:10-30, 21:14-18)

Secondly, a different diagnosis of the problem with the world requires a different

solution. Since the problem for Gnostics is ignorance, salvation comes by

knowledge:

Therefore if one has knowledge, he is from above. If he is
called, he hears, he answers and he turns to him who is calling
him and ascends to him. (Truth 22:2-9)

Knowledge is not an unknown theme to the canonical Gospels. After all, it is in

knowing Jesus that one can know the Father (John 14:7-10). However, since sin,

not ignorance is the problem, it is Jesus’ atoning work on the cross that is the

                                                  
48 Elaine Pagels, The Gnostic Gospels (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982), 133.
49 Pagels, Gnostic Gospels, 133.
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focus of salvation. Pagels highlights the distinction, arguing that while the

canonical gospels ‘interpret Christ’s sacrifice redeeming humanity from guilt and

sin, this Gnostic Gospel sees the crucifixion as the occasion for discovering the

divine self within.’50 In the canonical Gospels Jesus is the way to the Father

(John 14:6), offering forgiveness of sins by his own body broken and blood shed

(Matt 26:28). However, in the Gnostic Gospels, Jesus merely shows the way.51

Thirdly, the salvation of the Gnostic gospels is achieved by human work, not

God’s grace as in the canonical Gospels. Gnostic knowledge is achieved

independently. As one knows oneself, insight and enlightenment are achieved.

Thus in Thomas when the disciples ask Jesus, ‘Tell us who you are that we may

believe in you’ (Logia 91), he directs them to themselves, to discover the

resources within.52 Similarly in the Gospel of Philip it is a man’s ability to

perceive the divine and to become what he sees that saves him:

You saw the Spirit, you became spirit. You saw Christ, you
became Christ. You saw [the Father, you] shall become Father.
So [in this place] you see everything and [do] not [see] yourself,
but [in that place] you do see yourself – and what you see you
shall [become]. (61:29-35)

Likewise, Judas is to follow his star in order to follow Christ into the heavenly

realm (Judas 57).53 Pagels suggests that this is a fundamental difference: while

the canonical Gospels see Jesus as the pivotal person, on whom everything

depends, the Gnostic Gospels place the emphasis on the individual’s path to

enlightenment.54 Indeed, in the canonical Gospels, it is Jesus who gives eternal

life and brings salvation (John 10:28). Thus when the disciples ask Jesus to show

them the Father in John 14:8, he points them to himself. For indeed, they cannot

                                                  
50 Pagels, Gnostic Gospels, 108.
51 Bock, Missing Gospels, 171.
52 Pagels, Gnostic Gospels, 138.
53 Wright, Judas, 23.
54 Elaine H. Pagels, ‘Emergence of the Canon’.
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go to Heaven, for they have not come from there (John 3:12-15). The canonical

Gospels do not leave hope for salvation apart from Jesus’ work. If one does not

believe in ‘the name of God’s one and only Son’, they are already condemned

(John 3:18). However, the Gnostic Gospels offer a message of salvation that is

primarily about escaping ignorance through one’s own work of inner knowledge.

In contrast, the canonical Gospels offer a salvation from sin by the death and

resurrection of Christ and a sure means of attaining it, for it is the work of God’s

grace, not human effort.

Finally, in the area of eschatology, the goal of Gnostic thought is to escape the

world. Thus enlightenment, rather than resurrection is foundational. In the

canonical Gospels, though, the bodily resurrection of Christ is central to the

narratives and defended by a number of important details. For example, Jesus

appears on a number of occasions (John 21:14), eats (John 21:7-15), is touched

and defends his physicality (John 20:19-20, 24-29). Indeed, the same is promised

to believers, for just as Jesus went, he will take them to be with him (John 14:2-

3). However, the very idea that the resurrection would be physical is laughable in

the Gospel of Philip (56:19)!55 In fact, the Gospel of Mary, presents a soul

celebrating its permanent release from the body:

What binds me [in this context, the body] has been slain and
what turns me about has been overcome, and my desire has been
ended and ignorance has died. (16:15-17:8)

In the Gnostic gospels, the bodily resurrection is akin to a reimprisonment

but in the canonical Gospels, it is the basis for the believer’s eschatological

hope.

                                                  
55 Pagels, Gnostic Gospels, 42.
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The Gnostic Gospels also leave little scope for working out God’s promises in

the created world. Thomas considers this escape from the world is available now,

for the kingdom of God is not to be waited for, but rather has already spread out

upon the earth (Logia 113). This stands in contrast to Jesus’ commands to his

disciples to make disciples (Matt 28:20) and pray that God’s kingdom would

come ‘on earth as in heaven’ (Matt 6:10) Instead, as Grant puts it, ‘apocalyptic

eschatology is replaced by Gnostic inwardness.’56 The world’s goal is very

different in the canonical Gospels and the Gnostic Gospels. While the latter

expect to escape the world, and consider this reality to be already in place, the

canonical Gospels teach about a world needing to hear of the risen Christ, who

will return to claim it.

In both form and content, the Gnostic Gospels are distinct from the canonical

Gospels. Their form is different in historicity, continuity and genre. Their content

is different in their cosmology, Christology, soteriology and eschatology. Such

clear variance suggests that the religion of the Gnostic gospels was not only

separate from the Christianity of the gospels in its development but indeed was

also a distinct set of teachings.

                                                  
56 Grant, Gnosticism and Early Christianity, 195.
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